Assessment of pancreatic invasion in patients with advanced gastric carcinoma: usefulness of the sliding sign on sonograms.
The purpose of our study was to determine the value of the sliding sign on sonograms in evaluating direct pancreatic invasion of advanced gastric carcinoma. Sonography was performed prospectively on 70 patients with pathologically proven advanced gastric carcinoma. Sonography was directed at the detection of motion between the gastric mass and the pancreas. When the gastric mass showed complete sliding motion against the pancreas or partial sliding motion with a preserved echogenic fat plane between the two organs on respiration or on extrinsic compression with a transducer (positive sliding sign), patients were considered to have no pancreatic invasion. When the gastric mass had no sliding motion against the pancreas or partial sliding motion with a disrupted echogenic fat plane between the two organs (negative sliding sign), patients were considered to have pancreatic invasion. After sonography, all patients underwent surgery and the results of sonography were compared with the findings at surgery and pathology. Of the 70 patients, 17 had pancreatic invasion and 53 had no evidence of pancreatic invasion at surgery and pathology. The sliding sign on sonography yielded an 80% sensitivity, 96% specificity, and 90% accuracy for the diagnosis of pancreatic invasion. Application of the sliding sign on sonography was simple and highly accurate in the diagnosis of pancreatic invasion by advanced gastric carcinoma. The sliding sign may prove useful in the preoperative detection of pancreatic invasion by gastric carcinoma when CT has been inconclusive.